In this edition of *Australian Grains Update* read about the quality of the 2014 wheat harvest in the *Australian Wheat Quality Report*; be updated on the progress of Australia’s winter crop growing season; find out about Australian Standard White (ASW) wheat and why lupins have the potential to make the world healthier.

If you like what you read below click [here](#) to subscribe to future editions of *Australian Grains Update*.

To view archived editions of *Australian Grains Update* click [here](#).

---

**2014 Australian Wheat Quality report**

The 2014 Australian Wheat Quality Report is designed to assist millers, bakers and processors in their use of Australian milling wheat by outlining the quality and functionality of Australia’s most recent harvest.

[Find out more>>](#)

---

**National soil moisture overview**

Rainfall during the month of April was good throughout most areas of Australia’s grainbelt, with a few exceptions including Victoria and central areas of Western Australia. Overall, the month’s rains contributed to favourable soil moisture budgets.

[Find out more>>](#)
Yield and seasonal forecasting schedule

Throughout the growing season AEGIC produces a range of products to assist grain growers, accumulators, marketers and end-users with their decision making. To stay informed mark the release dates of these products in your calendar with the help of this handy schedule.

Find out more>>

Experience seeding first hand with Victorian grain producer, Rohan Mott

Rohan Mott is a fourth generation farmer who has been working the land for 24 years. Rohan loves sharing his experiences of farming with others and has created a video for readers to experience what it is like to plant a crop in Australia.

Find out more>>

Australian Standard White (ASW)

Australian Standard White (ASW) is a multi-purpose wheat class that consists of white, medium to hard grained wheat varieties with excellent physical appearance. This class of wheat is highly sought after for either straight milling or blending purposes.

Find out more>>

Lupins - full of goodness

Australia is renowned for the production of high quality food-grade lupins producing about 80% of the world’s lupin crop. Scientists have begun to explore the potential health benefits of lupins for human health with exciting results.

Find out more>>
We’d like to hear back from you!
Share your feedback and ideas with AEGIC here.